Getting Started With

MERGE CUBE
A merge cube is described by its developer as “the hologram you hold in your
hand.” The different designs on the sides of the cube trigger the different views of
the 3D images you encounter in the merge apps.

Open up your merge cube!! Save the plastic tray & cube “container” - you can use
that to hold your device and cube when you start to experiment with the apps!
Goto https://vrtest.ninja on your device you are going to use with the cube to
make sure it meets the hardware/software requirements to run the merge apps.
There are many awesome for the merge cube - on the next page you will see my
recommendations for apps (w/indications if they are for iOS or Android or both
and if they are free or paid {$}). Direct links to the various stores for each app are
available by clicking the apple or android icons under each app!
Purchase one of the Merge Cube apps. Open the app and tap the button that
says “I have one” when it asks if you have a merge cube. Inside of cube container
there is an activation code that you will use to unlock all the functions of the app.
Enter that code and then create a merge account (using an accessible email
address, because you need to occasionally verify the account). Once you set up
your user account, you can use that email to sign-in to any other merge apps
that you purchase for your device.
You can also purchase merge goggles to use as well, but they are not necessary.
The merge goggles hold your device and have a port opening for the rear-facing
camera to interact with the merge cube OR close the port opening and
experience the merge miniverse with immersive videos. The merge goggles are
google cardboard compliant headsets, so any apps that you have to use with
google cardboard headsets will also work with the merge goggles.
For further information on merge cube please visit https://mergevr.com/
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Party Games

Play along with your friends
and compete for the high
score! With games like Crystal
Crush, Starfighter, Tap-N-Toss
and more

MERGEmyARquarium
You can create a fish tank filled with
fun fish. Over 55+ different fish to
choose from, you can change your
seafloor and make your fish happy
by feeding them.

Merge Things
It's a race against the clock! Guide
the boulder through an medieval
obstacle course before time runs
out. Don't let your ball fall in the
water or run off course as you roll
your way to victory!

Play along with your friends
and compete for the high
score! With games like Crystal
Crush, Starfighter, Tap-N-Toss
and more

Tiltball
It's a race against the clock! Guide
the boulder through an medieval
obstacle course before time runs
out. Don't let your ball fall in the
water or run off course as you roll
your way to victory!

CUBEPaintAR
CubePaintAR is a 3D Coloring
Book for kids and adults.

Galactic Explorer
Hold the solar system in the
palm of your hand with
Galactic Explorer!

Defused

Snake Attack
Maneuver your snake around all
six sides of the Merge Cube to
find food and watch it grow longer
with each bite!

Mr. Body

Follow the instructions carefully,
Get ready for a hands on,
because you’ll need to activate
holographic anatomy lesson!
switches, push specific buttons, Select each of Mr. Body’s parts
and cut the colored wires in order to get a close-up view of each
to defuse the holographic bomb vital organ and it’s function like
as the clock counts down!
the heart, brain, lungs, & more.

57° North

CyberCube

When two cousins are
shipwrecked on a remote island
in Alaska, it’s up to you to help
them survive, escape, and
maybe even discover why there
are so many security cameras
out here in the middle of
nowhere...

Hack the cyberzone!
The glitch is coming. You’re the
only one who can stop it. Match
the patterns on the CyberCube
with the sequence presented on
your HUD. But do it quickly! When
the glitch fills your display
completely the mission is lost.

$

Tricky Temple
It's not an easy life, being a
God...especially when Professor
Ignatius Crumble and The Evil
Adventurers Society have broken into
your temple! The dastardly doctor and
his awful apprentices are trying to steal
your precious relics.

$

Anatomy AR+
Take a closer look at the most
iconic and vital organs of the
body: the brain, the heart, and
the lungs.View the anatomy
from the palm of your hand -and from any angle -- with the
Merge Cube.

$

$

These are just my app recommendations.
You can find many more in your store of
choice. Search generally for “merge cube”
and you will find more results! Or find
more apps on the merge miniverse.
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